ABSTRACT
The Customers demand more and more the communication quality and service level since the government liberalized telecommunications in recent year. The documents demonstrated that the enterprises has increased the keeping rate of customers up to 5%, which may create a profit from 25% to 85%. (Reichheld et al 1990). The telecommunications enterprises provide the various promotion program with a view to getting the profits. Besides, they take the relationship marketing method to offer service for customers. Especially, the significant operating income of every telecommunications enterprises is derived from the business users, therefore, the telecommunications enterprises send the special group to serve one by one at the business location. They expect that it will increase business users' satisfaction and confidence in the telecommunications enterprises, and then further the maintenance of relationship each other forever in order that the business user might become a loyal customer. In this study, the business users of Chunghwa Telecom Co., Ltd. are an object of study. This study is to probe into the relationship profit concerning to the relationship quality and customers' royalty by means of the way of questionnaire. The findings of this study showed that the relationship among them will become a direct proportion of influence, such as confidence profit and social profit to trust or satisfaction, or social profit and special treatment profit to trust or satisfaction, and trust and satisfaction to the royalty of customers, except that the confidence profit has no a clearer effect on the satisfaction and special treatment profit. As a result, the social benefit has a greatest effect upon the customer royalty, consequently, the telecommunications enterprises should enhance the interaction relationship between special group and business users, and provide a convenient service to obtain the corresponding personnels confidence and reliability in order to establish a friendship of each other. It will firm the business users' royalty to the telecommunications enterprises by this manner. The purpose of this study is to offer an establishment of a long-term relationship between telecommunications enterprises and business users, and then obtain the royal customers.
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